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FIND YOUR DRIVE



What are your skills? 

Of the 2 skills shown, write which 1 skill which most speaks to you. 

1. ____________________
2. ____________________
3. ____________________
4. ____________________
5. ____________________

6. ____________________
7. ____________________
8. ____________________
9. ____________________
10. ___________________

Discovering your superhero skills



From your list of skills, pick your 2 best/favorite skills and write 
them in the 2 boxes below (one skill per box)  

Discovering your superhero skills 



THIS IS A PROBLEM
Choose 1 problem you feel 
passionate about solving and write 
it in the box below

THIS IS A     PROBLEM
Let’s frame this problem in a positive light.

Fill in the blank:  We should solve this 
problem so that...

N
OPPORTUNITY!



MY NAME IS ________________________.
Bringing together MY SUPERHERO SKILLS in

and

I’m driving for A FUTURE WHERE...



INNOVATE FOR 
IMPACT



MISSION:  innovate a useful & meaningful solution  
                  to a wicked problem in the area that drives you.

RELATE using an empathy interview
10 min (5 min each)

notes from initial interview with partner
[open-ended questions re: transporation challenges]

notes from follow-up interview with partner 
[dig for stories, feelings, and emotions]

RELATE deeper
10 min (5 min each)

Begin by RELATING to your partner



Reframe the problem as a response to “How Might We”

Identify needs & insights
5 min

needs:  
[identify verbs - represents things partner is trying to do]

insights:  
[inferences re: partner’s feelings/viewpoint to use in your design]

My partner needs a solution to solve 

[partner’s need]

Unexpectedly or Suprisingly, in my partner’s world,

[insight about partner]

HOW MIGHT WE attempt to solve this problem?

Define a problem statement
5 min



IDEATE:  Sketch many ways to address the “HMW” solutions

Brainstorm to generate different solutions to test



Share HMW solutions for feedback to CREATE a new solution

Capture reactions & new in-
sights 10 min (5 min each)

reactions:  
[observe visible reactions; listen to responses;  

ask about likes/dislikes]

new insights:  
[partner’s feelings/viewpoint to use in your design]

ITERATE new solution
5 min

sketch a fine-tuned solution



CREATE  and VALIDATE an interactive solution:  build a physical 
model for interaction or create an interactive experience for 
your partner

CREATE Solution & COLLECT Feedback
Elements That Worked Elements That Can Be Improved

What Questions Surfaced? How Might We Iterate Again for Improvement?



LAUNCH LEAN



problem
What are our customers’ top 
1-3 challenges?

solution
How might we solve our 
customers’ challenges?

resources
What does our UVP require?

unique value 
proposition
What specific benefit(s) do we 
offer our customers that our 
competitors do not? 

customer 
relationships
How do we attract and keep our 
customers?

channels
How do we get our UVP to our 
customers?

customer and user
segments
Who are we solving problems 
for?

cost structure What are our fixed and variable costs? revenue streams What are our sources of revenue?

designed by:  date: iteration #:

mission Why does our business exist? key objectives What are some Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and 
Time-specific milestones that signal we’re progressing toward our mission?



VALIDATE your iCanvas:  get feedback from your partner and 
iterate a new and improved version of your iCanvas v2.0. 
Repeat the process until your business model is ready to go! 

CREATE Solution & COLLECT Feedback
Elements That Worked Elements That Can Be Improved

What Questions Surfaced? How Might We Iterate Again for Improvement?


